PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS
SPRING – SUMMER SANGUINE – PHLEGMATIC T1/2
aka PASTEL SPRING, LIGHT SPRING
It is said that the Spring-Summer is the most lovable, charming
and consistently optimistic and positive of all the personalities,
usually happy and carefree. They are possibly the more
conservative of the Spring/Sanguines, less outspoken than the
other two. They are very supportive and attentive, from their
secondary Summer/Phlegmatic nature. They are quite
considerate and would never be intentionally hurtful.
While not the same life of the party that other Springs are, they
will talk to everyone, about anything, though perhaps more in the
background. This is due to their secondary Summer tempering the natural outgoing nature
of Spring a little. They may get distracted from staying motivated on work or other projects
by their interest in socializing and helping people. They are easy going, and their secondary
Summer also causes them to be a bit slower in changing or completing tasks.
Not all Spring-Summers are blonde. Many such celebrities
actually had light brown hair when they were younger, or it
darkens over time, or look just as good if they dye it a bit darker.
PASTEL SPRING — (Spring mixed with Summer, aka Light Spring)
Hair coloring: light brown or ash blonde hair, platinum, honey blonde
or taupe, or salt and pepper grey. Hair coloring takes on more golden
or brighter red tones. Not all Pastel Springs stay blond. Eyes are blue,
green or hazel, grey or brown with a wide band around rim of iris and
crackled glass pattern. Skin tone is often light pink peach, or may have
a slight green cast. Golden complexion, very light.
Note: Eye color and pattern can show your secondary and hair color is random enough that it should not be an
overall determinant. Spring hair should be warm and bright.

Resources: Kentner, Scaman, Catholic Match, Hello Quizzy, pastoral-counseling-center.org
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